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Dear Eye of Siloam Network:
We write to inform you of the final stage in an investigation into the true causes of the death of Judi
Allen. We hope that you will witness in the letter linked above that what Judi experienced is a
microcosm of what America has been experiencing over the last half century.
The letter asks twenty-seven forbidden questions regarding Judi’s death certificate. Questions are a
way to bring forth mystery. They induce spirit in the reader based upon the reader's own experience.
Each question is its own answer because it presents a condition of truth. Together the questions
demonstrate what has happened to the American Dream for one family among many.
The authorities do not ask questions because they are overburdened to enforce laws. It does not
matter to such rationalist approaches whether the enforced answers are based upon truth. They
employ “pseudo-science” as their defense for false rationalizations empowered by Rule of Law.
Truth comes to those who can hear questions and find the spirit of truth in answers that surely come.
Truth is a conception process not a rationalizing process. In short, listening is the only way of the
“science of truth.” Forbidding questions prevents science from revealing truth.
An Internet link is provided where a personal petition can be sent to the appropriate authorities and
request that they reconsider their method of dictating truth when they do not have time to find it
regarding a death certificate.
Please be assured that Judi Allen was Taken Up for the purpose of completing what she began in life.
To become a parent is not the job of a parent or a state. It is the job of the child that is given a legacy
by concerned ancestors. Our job is to leave a legacy as a concerned ancestor. Please consider helping
Judi complete that purpose for her family and for all of America. Her lost legacy is proof that
“Science” is subject to tyrannical abuse. In God we must Trust!
Thank you,
Judi Allen Family
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